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Britain considers central oil stockholding body

(Reuters) - Britain may create a central stockholding agency for oil reserves following a
warning that could face emergency stock shortages within the next 10 years, a
spokesman at the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) said.

Current stock levels are comfortable and well above the minimum requirement of 67.5
days of future consumption set by the International Energy Agency (IEA).

But new European requirements to come in force at the end of 2012 will set higher
storage obligations, according to a briefing paper from the UK Petroleum Industry
Association(UKPIA).

Genkai mayor OK's restart of N-reactors

SAGA--The mayor of Genkaicho, Saga Prefecture, told the president of Kyushu Electric
Power Co. Monday that the company could restart two reactors at its nuclear power
plant in the town.

Genkaicho Mayor Hideo Kishimoto is the first leader of a local government that hosts a
nuclear plant to give the green light to resume reactor operations since the crisis at the
Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant.

Petrobras oil workers to protest over profit share

RIO DE JANEIRO (Reuters) - Oil workers at Brazilian state-controlled energy giant
Petrobras will stage on-site protests from Wednesday to demand a larger share of
profits, the main oil workers' union said on Monday.

ANALYSIS - Behind "mad dog" image, Gaddafi may accept a deal

(Reuters) - Behind his image as a crazed tyrant, Libya's Muammar Gaddafi is fiercely
intelligent, loves his family and just might do what everyone is least expecting and let go
of power.
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NY Official: Highly Unlikely to Issue Fracking Permits in 2011

New York State environmental authorities have determined that hydraulic fracturing
can be safe, but the first permits to apply the controversial drilling technique won't
likely be issued this year, the state's top environmental official said Friday.

International Energy Agency brings South Africa in from the cold

An agreement between the International Energy Agency (IEA) and the energy
department will help South Africa become more energy efficient, minister Dipuo Peters
said in Johannesburg on Monday.

"This ... is an important milestone for us because it seals the co-operative engagement
that we enjoy with the IEA," she told reporters at Eskom's Megawatt Park.

Chu proposes energy efficiency initiative at Clinton conference

Energy Secretary Steven Chu used the Clinton Global Initiative conference in Chicago to
announce today that 14 businesses, developers, financial organizations and local
governments had agreed to take part in the Obama administration's Better Buildings
Initiative, seeking private-sector investment in commercial building energy and water
efficiency upgrades.

Power industry urged to curb emissions

Canada’s electricity sector needs to face up more strongly to environmental challenges
such as increasing carbon emissions, says an advisory panel to the Canadian Electricity
Association.

Montana Governor Schweitzer reviewing oil, gas pipeline safety

(Reuters) - Montana Governor Brian Schweitzer on Monday said authorities will review
safety of all oil and gas pipelines crossing waterways in the state and close those that did
not meet standards.

Oil spill outrages Montana residents

An oil spill in Montana's Yellowstone River surged toward North Dakota on Sunday as
outraged residents demanded more government oversight of Exxon Mobil's cleanup.

Ruptured Montana Pipeline Was Shut Down Before
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An Exxon Mobil pipeline that ruptured late Friday along the Yellowstone River in south-
central Montana, spilling crude oil into the river and forcing evacuations, had been shut
down for one day in May because of concerns over the rising waters on the Yellowstone,
the company said Sunday.

The president of the Exxon Mobil Pipeline Company, Gary Pruessing, said in a
conference call that the company decided to restart the line after examining its safety
record and determining that the risks of failure were minimal.

Oil Rises in New York, Extending Weekly Gain, As Europe Agrees Greek Loan

Oil in New York traded near a two- week high after the European Union authorized a
loan payout for Greece, easing speculation the country’s debt crisis will derail the
region’s economic recovery.

Futures climbed as much as 0.6 percent after European finance ministers approved an
8.7 billion-euro ($12.6 billion) aid payment to Greece on July 2. Brent crude gained as
much as 0.3 percent after Goldman Sachs Group Inc. said the “downside risk” to oil
would be “reduced proportionately” as sales of stockpiles from members of the
International Energy Agency might be less than announced.

Iran to Keep Selling Oil to India After Warning on Payments, Official Says

Iran’s oil exports to India are continuing with no plans to halt supplies after a warning to
the neighboring country over delays in paying for imported crude, an Iranian Oil
Ministry official said.

“A warning was sent to indebted refineries but sending this letter doesn’t mean Iran’s
oil exports to India were cut,” Mohsen Qamsari, the National Iranian Oil Co.’s head of
international affairs, told the Oil Ministry’s news website, Shana. “We have no intention
of halting our supplies to the Indian market.”

Blast hits Egypt's gas pipeline to Israel, Jordan

EL-ARISH, Egypt (AP) — Security officials say an explosion has hit the Egyptian
pipeline that carries gas to Israel and Jordan.

Security forces in Syria raid homes, activists say

(CNN) -- Dozens of security forces began raiding homes and arresting tens of activists
on the outskirts of Hama, Syria, at dawn on Monday, an opposition activist and a human
rights group said Monday.
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Angry residents took to the streets and began throwing stones at the security forces
that instigated clashes that ensued for several hours, said Omar al Habbal, a member of
the Local Coordination Committees of Syria in Hama. The LCC is an opposition group
seeking "freedom, democracy and a free country for all the people of Syria."

Rebel leader: Gadhafi can stay in Libya

(CNN) -- Libya's rebel leader says he does not have a problem with Moammar Gadhafi
remaining in the country, once he resigns and as long as he remains under supervision,
according to a television report.

British Gas fined £1million after supplying less green energy to business than claimed

British Gas has been fined £1million for supplying less green energy to its business
customers than it stated.

British Gas Business will also have to repay more than £2.8million in rewards to the
Government for falling short of its renewable energy targets, but it would have received
a 'much higher' penalty if it wasn't for the fact it reported the error itself, energy
regulator Ofgem said.

Tepco Rises to Seven-Week High on Edano Comment, Kyushu Reactor

Tokyo Electric Power Co., battling the worst nuclear disaster in 25 years, climbed to a
seven-week high after a senior government official said he knows nothing about a
proposal to split the company and a rival utility got initial approval to restart reactors.

The power producer known as Tepco rose about 20 percent to close at 393 yen in Tokyo
trading, the highest since May 16. The gain was the biggest since June 15, when the
stock surged 32 percent. The benchmark Topix index advanced 1.2 percent.

Radioactive Cesium Is Found in Tokyo Tap Water for First Time Since April

Radioactive cesium-137 was found in Tokyo’s tap water for the first time since April as
Japan grapples with the worst nuclear disaster in 25 years. The level was below the
safety limit set by the government.

Electric Cars Remain Tough Sell in China

To bolster China’s energy security, Beijing has pronounced electric vehicles a top
priority. It has earmarked $1.5 billion annually for the industry for the next 10 years in
the hope that it can transform the country into one of the leading producers of clean
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vehicles.

But even with government support and the enthusiasm of electric-taxi customers,
challenges remain if electric vehicles are to gain broader acceptance and widespread use.

Charging stations are few and far between, repair shops are hard to find and the cars are
costly. Even after generous government support, a Shenzhen electric taxi costs 80
percent more than the Volkswagen Santana that ordinarily cruises the streets of
Shenzhen.

McDonald's frying oil to fuel lorries in Emirates

Vegetable oil that has been used to cook French fries at McDonald's fast-food outlets
across the UAE is being converted into fuel for lorries in the region's first biodiesel
factory.

An Abu Dhabi company has struck a deal with the world's second-largest restaurant
chain to convert the oil used in all 80 of its UAE kitchens into environmentally friendly
fuel at a factory in Dubai.

Bicycles fight for space on city streets

New York (CNN) -- Move over cars, bicycles are occupying more space on U.S. city
streets every day thanks to an ever-expanding network of bike lanes. Bikes aren't just
for recreation. They're increasingly becoming a mode of transportation for commuters,
but it's not always a smooth ride.

As more commuters turn to pedal power, bicycling blogs and online biking bulletin
boards are filling up with tales of ticket blitzes and stories of bikers feeling like they are
under assault.

The World Will Never Run Out Of Oil — Might Its Price Tank?

While global demand for oil has moved to an all-time high, one long-established theory
suggests that oil production (and consumption) might be peaking out. If this is the case,
might its price tank?

Obama’s energy policies deserve to be junked

Again, and again, we must return to energy, the mother’s milk of the economy, where
the Obama administration’s hamfisted tactics are strangling the baby of recovery in the
crib.

In his press conference last week, the president again singled out rebates to push U.S.
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fossil fuel production in his demand for tax increases for an economy already threatened
by double-dip recession. The proposal only compounds the regulatory mischief, blocking
oil and gas production in the Gulf of Mexico while Chinese and other foreign companies
drill off Cuba almost within sight of Florida beaches, at a cost of 250,000 U.S. jobs.

Prelude author Kurt Cobb/The battle over Vermont's Yankee nuclear plant

Carl Etnier, host of "Equal Time," asks guest Kurt Cobb about his peak-oil-themed
thriller, Prelude, in a wide-ranging interview covering who in government circles
understands peak oil, Vermont's new peak-oil-aware governor, the inscrutable and
often unmanageably complex human-built systems within which we live, the
advisability of using nature as a guide for redesigning those systems, and recent
revelations in the media about exaggerated and perhaps fraudulent claims concerning
the amount of natural gas we can expect from shale gas fields. The second half of the
hour-long program is devoted to an interview with Vermont Law School faculty member
Don Kreis who discusses the federal courtroom battle over possible closure of the
Yankee nuclear power plant in Vermont. The interview includes audio excerpts from
arguments made before the court.

New Zealand: Govt infrastructure plan full of contradictions

“The plan states that we need to consider global trends that will affect the economy,
including climate change, but then it prioritises fossil fuel production and irrigation to
expand dairy production, both of which will increase our greenhouse gas emissions,” said
Dr Norman.

“It states that we need to consider peak oil, yet it plans for growth in traffic, despite the
fact that the last few years have seen no increase in light vehicle trips and a decrease in
freight tonnes per kilometre.

“It plans to spend billions on new state highways, even though it states that we need to
find more cost effective ways of using the infrastructure that we have, particularly in
urban areas."

It all starts at the dinner table

Eat together.

Could the solution to the vexing challenges of peak oil, food insecurity, food price shocks,
diet-related disease, globalization and commodification of food be that simple?

The dinner table is as good a place to start as any and that's exactly where about 100 of
Vancouver's farmers, policy wonks, food and poverty activists, nonprofit sector
apparatchiks, farm market managers, educators and bloggers were this week to knock
around some of the city's goals for enhancing our food security.
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Gillard Exempts Gasoline From Carbon Tax in Bid to Win Support

Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard said she will exempt gasoline from a proposed
carbon tax as she battles to reverse record-low public support for her climate change
legislation.

“Petrol prices will not be touched by carbon pricing,” Gillard said in an interview with
Australian Broadcasting Corp. television yesterday. The government is seeking to “do
the right thing by Australian families struggling with cost-of- living pressures.”

Chubu Elec: wants Japan govt consideration on CO2 emissions

(Reuters) - Chubu Electric Power Co , Japan's third-biggest power company, has asked
the government for special consideration on its greenhouse gas emissions after
operations at its sole nuclear plant were suspended, President Akihisa Mizuno said on
Monday.

Merkel: binding, verifiable climate targets needed

(AP) -- All nations must commit to binding and verifiable goals to reduce their carbon
emissions to reach a new international climate agreement as the Kyoto Protocol expires
next year, German Chancellor Angela Merkel said Sunday.

U.S. Airlines Challenge European Emissions Rule

BRUSSELS — When the European Union’s highest court hears arguments on Tuesday
that Europe should not charge American airlines for their carbon emissions, it will be a
showdown between environmental protection and cold cash.

Preserving Land for Northward Migration

A new report warns that as climate change unfolds, there will be a great need to free up
new lands for species seeking habitat conditions that they are now used to in wildlands
surrounding Glacier National Park in Montana and Canada.

Warm oceans may speed ice melting

WASHINGTON - Warming air from climate change is not the only thing that will speed
ice melting near the poles - so will the warming water beneath the ice, a new study
points out.

Increased melting of ice in Greenland and Antarctica has been reported as a result of
global warming. But little attention has been paid to the impact of warmer water under
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the ice.

Swiss Re warns of growing subsidence risk

Swiss Re has warned that climate change could “magnify” an already significant increase
in property damage as a result of soil subsidence.

According to a new loss model developed by the reinsurer and the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, soil subsidence will worsen and spread in Europe, with some
areas seeing a more than 50% rise in future losses.

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
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